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Did you know that by the
end of 2022 there will
be 2.81 billion gamers
earning the global games
market an estimated
$189.3 billion?
Two of every 5 people across the world is a gamer.



Blockchain Gaming Stats

Active Games

There are now 398 active
blockchain games, a
92% increase from a
year ago.

Surge in Gamers

The number of daily
unique wallets
interacting with game-
related smart contracts
surged to 1.3 million last
year, a 46-fold increase
over the 28,000 at the
end of 2020.

Investors

Venture capital firms
have invested $4 billion
to support the
development and
creation of blockchain-
based games and their
underlying infrastructure.

Source: https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/01/19/number-of-active-blockchain-games-doubled-in-past-year-to-almost-400/

https://www.ibm.com/topics/smart-contracts#:~:text=Next%20Steps-,Smart%20contracts%20defined,intermediary's%20involvement%20or%20time%20loss.


Our Games
Stilton Games currently has four PVP Games available on the platform:
Poker, Chess, Battleships, and Rock Paper Scissors. Operating with an experienced
game development team, there are plans to add new games regularly.



How to Play
at stiltongames.com

Load Gaming Tokens
Players connect their Metamask wallet to
stiltongames.com and load $STILT tokens
onto the platform with the simple click of a
button. 
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Create a Room
After choosing a game, players then set the
wager amount for the room in addition to
controlling game-dependent variables like:
match time, number of players, piece color,
and spectator mode.    
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Play and Win
Players can then browse available rooms and
accept a game challenge. At the conclusion of
the game, $STILT tokens are automatically
transferred to the winning player. 
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In-Game Features

Let's have fun.

In-Game Chat
Our chat feature allows for
friendly banter during
gameplay. 

01
Spectator Mode
When setting up a room,
our players have the option
to allow spectators to view
games.

02
Tournament Mode
Still under development, our
Tournamnet Mode will soon
allow players to vie for sizable
jackpots.
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Twitter
@stiltongames

Telegram
t.me/stiltonmusk

With a seasoned team of game developers and marketing/design
professionals, Stilton Games is uniquely positioned to evolve and adapt to

the ever-changing demands of the market. 

The Future 

Web
stiltongames.com



THANK   YOU!
Stay cheesy!
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